Indigo City of God: Vision
by David Michael, info@glentivar.org
In the early morning of the 24th of November, I was awake in the night. It was very dark
in my wagon and suddenly my attention was drawn to a light that I could see with my eyes
closed or open. As a watched the light with eyes closed, a city appeared and glowed with a
indigo color of light throughout. I then opened my eyes and saw the light again off in the
distance and then the city appeared again. I was close enough where I could identify
buildings. Around the perimeter of the city, the buildings were 1-2 stories but in the middle the
buildings seemed to be taller of the city was on a mountain and increased in elevation at the
center of the city.
There were towers at the center of the city as if a tall castle or cathedral was there.
The style of buildings were Medieval or Middle Eastern in design mostly made of cut stone.
Even though it was made of stone, the very stones glowed with the indigo color from very light
purple to darker purples. It also seemed to pulse slightly as I observed the city as if it was
alive and had a heartbeat.
I asked my self, “What sort of city is this?” I could not say.
The vision then ended.
There is much talk about indigo children and now I have seen an indigo city. Are they
connected I wondered? Is there really such a city somewhere in the many galaxies? Is it a
present city or a city of the past or one sometime in the future? Is it connected with the
people of Atlantis or Lemuria as some ancient underground city. Is it the city under Mount
Shasta I wondered since I know I will visit there some day. What is curious about this city is it
would need no city street lights since the stones would glow and provide a low indigo light for
getting about at night. If it is located underground, it would see no sun and this lighting would
be constant in providing lighting for its inhabitants.
I have yet to discover the meaning of this vision. I do believe it is a real place and
perhaps a place I will visit sometime in the future. We shall see.

